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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS 

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD O F  FIELD OPERATION, 

AND PRESENTATION O F  DATA 

FOR THE INDUCED POLARIZATION METHOD 

Induced Polarization as  a geophysical measurement refers  

to the blocking action or  polarization of metallic o r  electronic 

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction. 

This elec tro- c hemical phenomenon occurs wherever 

electrical current is passed through an a rea  which contains metallic 

minerals such a s  base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is 

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the 

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the 

rock, or  soil, i.e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all 

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water. 

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however, 

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. 

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the 

mode of conduction changes f rom ionic in the solutions filling the 

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present 

The 
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V 

in the rock. 

The blocking action o r  induced polarization mentioned 

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow 

the ions to give up or  receive electrons from the metallic surface, 

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through 

the rock; i. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the 

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough 

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces, to appreciably 

reduce the amount of current flow through the metallic particle. 

polarization takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal 

This 

interfaces in a mineralized rock. 

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current 

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming 

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This 

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be 

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference. 

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the 

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly 

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system 

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is  changed. 

This is a consequence of the fact 'that the amount of current flowing 

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time! that 

current has been passing through it  in one direction. 
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The values of the per cent frequency effect o r  F. E. a r e  

a measurement of the polarization in the rock mass.  

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent 

resistivity of the rock mass it is found that the metal factor values o r  

M. F. a r e  the most useful values in determining the amount of 

polarization present in the rock mass. 

normalizing the F. E. values for varying resistivities. 

However, since 

The MF values a r e  obtained by 

The induced polarization measurement is perhaps the most 

powerful geophysical method for the direct detection of metallic 

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very 

low concentration. 

necessary to produce a recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the 

geometry and geologic environment of the source, and the method of 

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less  than 

one per  cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under 

proper geological conditions. 

The lower limit of volume per cent sulphide 

The greatest application of the IP method has been in the 

search for disseminated metallic sulphides of less  than 20% by volume. 

However, it has also been used successfully in the search for rriassive 

sulphides in situations where, due ce geometry, depth of' source, 

o r  low resistivity of surface 1 

applied, The ability to differe ic conductors, such as water 

method can not be successfully 

filled shear zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM 
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anomalies which a r e  suspected of being due to these causes. 

In normal field applications the IP method does not 

differentiate between the economically important metallic minctrals 

such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc. , and the 

other metallic minerals such as pyrite. 

is  due to the total of all electronic conducting minerals in the rock mass.  

Other electronic conducting materials which can produce an IP response 

a r e  magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite. 

The induced polarization effect 

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface a r e  

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral  changes in the properties 

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the 

properties. 

(X) apart. The potentials a r e  measured a t  two other points (X) feet 

apart, in line with the current electrodes is an integer number (n) times 

the basic distance (X). 

Current is applied to the ground at  two points in distance 

The measurements a r e  made along a surveyed line, with 

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest  current and potential 

electrodes. In most surveys, several t raverses  a r e  made with various 

values of (n); i. e. (n) = 1, 2,  3 , 4 ,  etc. The kind of survey required 

(detailed o r  reconnaissance) decides the number of values of (n) used. 

In plotting the results,  the values of the apparent resistivity, 

apparent per  cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal factor 
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measured for each se t  of electrode positions a r e  plotted a t  the: inter- 

section of grid lines, one from the center point of the current electrodes 

and the other from the center point of the potential electrodes. 

Figure A. ) The resistivity values a r e  plotted above the line a s  a mir ror  

image of the metal factor values below. 

metal factor values, a r e  plotted the values of the per cent frequency effect. 

In some cases  the values of per  cent frequency effect a r e  plotted a s  

superscripts of the metal  factor value. 

effect values a r e  not contoured. 

value i s  determined by the location along the survey line of the center 

point between the current and potential electrodes. 

value from the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the current 

and potential electrodes when the measurement was made. 

(See 

On a second line, below the 

In this second case the frequency 

The lateral  displacement of it given 

The distance of the 

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes i s  

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being 

sampled in any particular measurement. 

contoured, a r e  not section maps of the electrical properties of the 

ground under the survey line. 

any given survey must be carried out using the combined experience 

gained from field results, model study results and theoretical investi- 

gations. 

measured is important in the interpretation. 

The plots then, when 

The interpretation of the results from 

The position of the electrodes when anomalous values a r e  
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In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential 

differences a r e  measured i s  the same as the interval over which the 

electrodes a r e  moved after a se r ies  of potential readings has been made. 

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is thiat the 

same equipment can be used fo r  both detailed and reconnaissance surveys 

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes a r e  moved 

each time. 

to 2000 feet for (X). 

In the past, intervals have been used ranging f rom 25 feet 

In each case,  the decision as to the distance (X) 

and the values of (n) to be used i s  largely determined by the expected 

size of the mineral  deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly 

and the speed with which i t  is  desired to progress. 

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used 

in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity, apparent 

metal factor, and apparent per cent frequency effect i s  plotted and 

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement 

was made. 

of (n) a r e  plotted far ther  from the line indicating that the thichrness of 

It can be seen that the values measured for  the larger  values 

the layer of the earth that is being tested is greater than for the smaller 

values of (n); i. e. the depth of the measurement is increased. 

the F. E, values a r e  plotted a s  superscripts to the MF values the third 

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values a r e  not 

When 

contoured. 



The actual data plots included with the report  a r e  prepared 

utilizing an IBM 360/75  Computer and a Calcomp 770/763 Incremental 

Plotting System. The data values a r e  calculated, plotted, and contoured 

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain 

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various 

situations in recording the data in the field. 

The IP measurement is basically obtained by measuring the 

difference in potential o r  voltage ( A V )  obtained at  two operating frequen- 

cies. 

the apparent resistivity of the ground. 

where the current is  very low due to poor electrode contact, o r  the 

The voltage is the product of the current through b e  ground and 

Therefore in field situations 

apparent resistivity is very low, or a combination of the two effects; the 

value of (A  V)  the change in potential will be too small  to be measurable. 

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation. 

In some situations spurious noise, either man made o r  natural, 

will render it impossible to obtain a reading. The symbol "N" on the 

data plots indicates a station a t  which it i s  too noisey to record a reading. 

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there is some doubt 

as to its accuracy, the reading is  bracketed in the data plot ( ). 

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency 

I 
Effect a r e  recorded. 

spurious electrical effects. 

This T a y  be due to the geologic environment o r  

The actual negative frequency effect value 

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol "NEG" is 
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indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor. 

contouring negative values the contour lines a r e  indicated to the nearest  

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value. 

In 

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator 

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures 

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible 

topography o r  other similar reasons. Any symbol other than those dis- 

cussed above is unique to a particular situation and is described within 

the body of the report. 



METHOD USED IN PLOTTING DIPOLE- DIPOLE 

INDUCED POLARIZATOON AND R E S I S T I V I T Y  RESULTS 

I I 1 1 I 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Stat ions o n  l ine  x = Electrode spread length 
n = Electrode separation 

I P P P P P P 

I 

P P P 

P P P P 

P P P P P 

n - 4  1,2 - 6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 

n - 3 -  1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4-7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent Resistivity 
n - 2  1.2-4,5 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8.9 

n -  

n -  
. .  

-- M . 6  M.F. M. F. M.F M.F. M. F 
1,2-3,4 2,3-4,5 3,4-5,6 4,5-6,7 5,6-7,8 6,7-8,9 

P P P P P P 

-- M.E M.F. M. F. M.F M.F. M. F 
1,2-3,4 2,3-4,5 3,4-5,6 4,5-6,7 5,s-7,8 6,7-8,9 

M. F. M .F. M. F. M .  F. M.F. 
n - 2  -- 1,2-4,s 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8,9 

M.F. M.F M.  F. M. F 
n - 3  1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4.-7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent MeOoI Foetor 

M.F. M.F. M. F. 
1,2-6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 n - 4  

n - 1  1,2- 3,4 2,3-4,5 3,4-5,6 4,5-6,7 5,6-7,8 6,7-8,9 
F. E. Ffi E. F. E. F.E. F. E. 

n - 2 1,2-4,5 2,3-5,6 3,4-6,7 4,5-7,8 5,6-8,9 

n - 3  1,2-5,6 2,3-6,7 3,4'7,8 4,5-8,9 Apparent Percent 
F. E. I F. E. F.E. F.E. 

F.E. F. E. F. E. Frequency Effect 
1,2-6,7 2,3-7,8 3,4-8,9 n - 4  

F i g .  A 



McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED 

~~~~~~ ON THE 

AND RESISTIVITY RJRVEY 

OM THE 

ISRAIN OPTION PROPERTY 

HIGHLAND VALLEY AREA , 

MAMLOOPS I IN IN^ DIVISION, BRITISH COLUMBIA 

FOR 

~~~~~A EXPLOUTIOM COMPANY UMIT ED 

1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

I d  During the period July 19, 1969 to  August 15, 1969, September 

1, 1969 to  September 9, 1969, and September 13, 1969 to  September 1 9 ,  1969, 

an induced polarization and resistivity survey wari carried out on tlne Krain 

Option Property of Noranda Exploration Company, Limited in the Highland 

Valley Area# Kamlaops Mining Division, British Columbia. The claim 

group is located approximately 15 miles southeast f rom the town o:I Ashcroft, 

B . C .  and straddles the longitude 12loW BO that it l ies both in the northeast 

quadrant of the one degree quadrilateral whose southeast corner is 50 N 

latitude and 12BQW longitude and in the northwest quadrant ob tihe one degree 

quadrilateral whose southeast corner is 5Q0N latitude and 1 20°W longitude. 

Access %a the claim group is via road from Ashcroft and the Highlatnd Valley, 

0 



The geophysical survey work di&uissed in this repost 

was carr ied out on the PoUowing claims of the Krain Bption Progemty, 

all of which are 1ocated in  the Kamloops MMng Dividon. 

aw 1 23810 
DW 2 2381 1 
DW 3 23812 
IDW 4 2 3813. 
DW 5 23814 
DW 6 23815 
DW 1 FR 2 3840 

Mrdn Copper MC 5298 

gra in  1 
K r d n  2 
Krain 3 
Kratn 5 
Mra'm 8 
Krain 9 
Krain 10 
Krain 11 
Krain 12 
Kratn 13 

14939 
14940 
14941 
14943 
14946 
14947 
14948 
14949 
14950 
14951 

Krain 14 14952 

Mrain 1 FR 20504 
Krain 2 FR 20505 
Krtain 3 F R  20506 
Krain 4 FR 20507 
Kxain 5 FR 20508 
Mrairi 6 FR 20509 

The claime are beneficially owned by Comet Krain Mining 

Corporation Ltd. (NPL) under option to Morth Pacific Nines Ltd. (NPL) 

and held by Estey Agencies Etd. as trustees.  

optioned by Kra ia  and North Pacific Mines Ltd, (MPL) to Thermochem 

The claims a r e  further 

Industries Limited {name recently changed to Brameda Reeour cwi Limited). 
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The fP survey work was authorized and paid for by Noranda Exploration 

Gompany, Limited (ESIPL) which hae a working agreement with Th.ermachem 

b d ~ s t r i e  s Limited, 

The survey area  is underlain mainly by intrusive rocks 

of %he Guichon Creek BathdQth with volcanic rocks overlying the lntruerive 

xacks in the northwest and southeast portions bf the property. previous 

work on the claim area including geolagy, geochemistry, geophysics and 

diamond drilling has indicated a disseminated sulphide depoeit of possible 

economic significance lying within the intrusive near the surface contact 

with the volcanics. The present IP survey was car r ied  out as part of a 

Pe-evaluation of the, economic potential of the property and in particular to 

attempt to locate any new concentrations af sulphide m i n e r a h a t i m ,  and 

better define the known one. 

The IP survey was carr led out employing a McPhar variable 

frequency induced polarieatfon unit utilizing the dipole-dipole electrode 

configuration and 200 h o t  dipoles. DetJl surveying was carried out on 

Line M N  utilieing 400 foot dipoles. Three dipole separations (n :p 1, 2, 3) 

were recorded and the frequencies employed were 0.31 Ha and 5.0 Hz. 

2. P R E S E N T A T I O N  OF R E S U L T S  

The iaduc ed polari rcation 9nd res t  stivity r e sults ar e shuwn 

on the data plots listed below and are summarized on the plan map in  the 

manner described in #&e notea preceding this report. 



Line 24% 

Line 20s 

Line 169 

Line 12s 

Line $23 

Line 4s 

Line 0 

Line 4N 

Line 8N 

Line 12N 

Line l6iM 

L h e  20N 

Line 24N 

Line 28N 

Line 32N 

Line 3sw 

Line 40 

Line 44N 

Line 44N 

Line 48N 

Line 52N 

Line 56M 

Line bON 

ZOO foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode intexvds 

200 foot electrode intervals 

260 foot electrode ilntervde 

260 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode in t e rvds  

200 foot electrode intervals 

E06 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode intervale, 

200 foot electrode intervale 

200 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electrode in te rvde  

200 foot electrode intervals 
’ I n m c m l x b  

200 foot electrode intervals 

200 foot electmde i tervale 

400 foot ;ele&tr.ode intervals 

7il 

200 foot electrode ihtervale 

200 foot electrade l@Lm!valaj 

200 foot eIectrode ihtervzelsr 

200 foot electrode intervals 



Line 44N 

Line 68N 

Lim 7% 

Line 7QN 

Line $ON 

Line 84N 

Line 88N 
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200 foot eleetrsda! intervals 

208 foot electrode intervals D w ~ .  %I? 5 3 9 2 - 2 5  

200 foot electrode interval@ D ~ t g .  EP 5392-26 

Eraclosed with this report  is Dwg. IBP 4565. a plank map of 

the area swveyed at a scale of one inch equals four hundred 1Feet. 

€init@ and p o d b l e  induced polarization anomalies are indicated by solid 

and broken b a ~ s  respectively on this plan map as well as the data plote. 

These bars represent the surface projection of the anomalous sones as 

interpreted from the IocisbtCon of the transmitter and receiver electrodes 

when the anomalous values were measured, 

The de- 

Since the induced polarinration measurement far essetntially an 

averaging process, a@ are d l  potential Pnethode. it Ira fr'requently cli€€icult Bo 

exactly pinpoint the source of an anomaly. Certainly, no anomaly can be 

located with anore accuracy than the electrode interval; i. e, when using 

200 foot electrode Pntcsrvalrs: the porslition of ib niilmww sulphide body can only 

be determined to lie b&tween two statians 200 apart. order to locate 

O O U P C ~ ~  a t  same depth, larger electrode intervals must be used. with a 

c ~ ~ r e s p ~ n d i n g  increase in the uncrsrtainties of location. 

the cemtm of the indicated anomaly nrobably carresponds fairly wwcsll with 

Therefore. whtle 

illlliuv 



mx.~rce, the length of the i ~ ~ j ~ ~ t ~ ~  anomaly along the line should not be 

3. nIscvssrQ,N OF R E S U L T S  

A total sf twenty-nine eaet-weet lines was surveyed with the 

IP method. The general survey a r e a  can be divided up, on the bade  of the 

geophysical. results,  into two quite dietinct portions. Within one area the 

background values of Apparent Resistivity are of the ~ r d e r  of, 81 greater 

than, 280 ohm feet/?sr while in the other area the values of Anparent Resis- 

tivity a r e  much lower, generally of the order of. or less than. 108 ohm 

feet/2n . Emsr iencs  in the Highland Valley area has indicated that the area 

of higher Apparent Resistivity values generally renoesents the intxudve rock 

which is the host rock of the economic metallic rninsraliaatlan. On the other 

hand the areas of lower A~parent 

volcanic rocks or nerhaps atpeae of dem @avd overburden ewer. 

esietivity are umalty indicative of the 

On the accompanying plan man ( D w q .  ltPP 456q) the apnrzsxitmate 

location of the contact between thh; higher redat ivi ty  area and the lower resis- 

tivity areas haa been indicated. A m i h b l e  geailoqic information tends to con- 

firm that the lower resistivities on the eastern nsr t inn  of Line 24s through to 

and inclixding Line 32W. amd on th& western portion of tine 32N through to and 



including Line 54N represents the volcanic rocks. The values of low 

Sines 260 fool: dizsolee and three dipole separations were used 

t ~ ~ u g ~ ~ ~ t  the eurvey a depth of volcanic rock OX overburden w v e r  of the 

order of 300 feet would tend to mask any anomalous resnonse from the under- 

lying intrusive. 
I. 

upon ewerienccs in the Highland Valley a rea  and 

due to the differences in background resistivity. it has been found that values 

of Apparent Metal Factor will occur within a reas  ~f volcanic and overburden 

cover which are much higher khan those normally obtained over known zones of 

economic mineralization within the intrusive. T b r e € o r e  close attentian must 

be paid to the values ob Apparent Frequency Effect while evaluating the rela- 

tive significance of the anomalaus IP response. 

Line 245 

A Broad eone of above backglly,ottmd Aonarent Metal Pactor is ' I '  

I " 
indicated between f.f+Ob)E and 18t00E. H#?dkver, it occwrs withict an a rea  of 

low resistivities and only moderate Amarmit Frequency ef fects .  

Line 20s 
' 1 1  

Correlating with the rel&\n14$ kn kine 24s a similar Eone of 

above backgruund Apparent Metal Factor values irs indicated between 1 Ot06E 

rand l7tOQE. 



Line 16s 

higher resistivity environment is int?Ccalec?, from 04-00 to 4+00E. 

WJeatXcly ancamalaus IP resmniSe is indicated on the fipst dipole 

separation between 'f. S+CZOE mi8 18+00E. The distinct resistivity low between 

]I &+OOE and 1 $+WE correlates with a str o m  bed. To the welet within the 

higher resist%vity environment weak, narrow, shallow anomalies are indi- 

cated between 2+00E and &OBE and from to at least 2COOW. 

Gorrelating with the re!euft~4 om Xine 12S, above background 

values of Anparent M s t s l  Factor. are indicated from 15+08E to 1 $+QOE. 

However the reaistivity low between 16+00E and 18+QOE correlates d t h  a 

stream bed. Weakly anomalous KP re~ftsonses ta  Indicated from O+OO to  at 

lease 2+OOW. Effective survey coverage wauld have to be extended to the 

wee& ta properly evaluate this response. 

Line 4s 



Line 0 

A distinct, &allow. resistivity law and correlating above 

background Apparent Metal Factor values i s  indicatii between 18.t00E 

and 20900E which correlates with a swampy area. Within the higher resis- 

tivity environment a weak, narrow shallow anomaly i s  indicated betweem 

Correlating with the results on Line 0 and a swampy area, 

ik. dfstinct resistivity ]law and correlating higher values of Anoarent Nretal 

Factor i s  indicated centred between 18+09E and 20+00E. Just to the west 

sf the eontact Between the low resistivity and hipfa Fesistivity tmvironme~rt a 

possible anomaly is indicated, centred a$ depth beneath 1 O+OOE. 

pattern would suggest a depth to the $c)p1~fce of abaut ZOO Eeet. 

'The anomaly 

Line 8M 

Above ~~~~~~~~n~ values of Apparent Metal F~C%OT are tndicated 
I 

I / '  
between 0 6+OOG aad 99+0@E within the low ~ ~ $ ~ ~ t i ~ i ~  e n v i r ~ ~ ~ ~ t e n t .  However, 

nifieasnt increase in values sf Rpparent Frequency Efiiect suggests 

Tn the west of the contact a weak. that they only reflect the lower resistivityb 

~~~~~~w anarndy l e  indicated centred at X 0+0OE. 
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Line 12N 

A narrow, possible anomaly, within the higher resistivity 

environment, Ps indicated centred between 2 + W W  and 4+0QW. At the extreme 

eastern end of the lines a broad sone of higher values of Apparent Metal Factor 

extends from I7+OQE to at Peast 22t00E with a weaker response extending to 

13900E. However, there is no correlating significant increase in. valuea of 

Apparent Frequency Effect, 

the geology ia this paFticulw area to properly evaluate the significance of the 

ItP response. 

More detailed in€orrnation would be required on 

IAne IbN 

There are no significant anomalous IP responses indicated 

on this line. 

Ling! 20N 

round value$ sf Apparent Metal Factor are tnd€cated 

between 19+00E wadi 21tOOE and from 23t80E to at least 25+OOE, 

Line il4N 

There are no significant anomalous IP responses indicated on 

this line. 

Line 28W 

Shdlow, low resistivity response with associated Jsove back- 

ground values of Apparent Wetal Factor is indicated from 22t083 to at least 



Line 32N 

 ti^^ with the response on Line 28N values of low 

rwistivity with aca~ociated above background values ~f Apparent Metal Factor 

are indicated from 23+00E $0 at least 2?+00E. The lack of any significant 

Apparent FF~~~UCNLC:Q~ Effect response mggeste that the source may nat be 

by the survey data on this line. 

Line 40M 

2J.OOW and Z+OOE,  The anomaly pattern would suggest that the shallowest 

portion occurs between Q+OO and 2+001E while the<main portion of the source is 

located at greater depth between 2+OOW and Q+OQ. is  response would appear 

to  represent the southern extent of the k n ~ m  Krain deposit. 

Line 44M 

Surveying ab: this Sins utiliaing 

distinct anomaly from 2+OQE to 3+OOW with p 

anomaly pattern would sa%ggeQtt ,a hallow @aa;srce centred at O+OO %ad a second 

deeper source ceatred beneath 4 OW. 

confirm8 the interpretation of a ~~~~1~~ source centred at 04-00 and a second 

0 foot dipoles has indicated a 

Resurveying with 400 foot dipoles 



Line 48N 

 latin^ tin^ with. the results on Line 44N distinct anomalies 

are indicated between 2tOOW and 2t00E and between 6tOOW and'3tOOW. 

anomaly patterns suggest a deeper sour'c~ to  the west and a shallow source 

to  the east as on the previous line. 

The 

A second weaks possible anomaly suggesting a soui?ce at depth 

is indicated between BBSOQE and 16t00E. Above background values of 

~~~~~~~~ Metal Factor ~ ~ ~ o ~ i s ~ ~ a  with low resistivity values occur at the 

extreme eastern end of the line from 28tOQpi: to at least  3Qt00E. 

I ? l i t  

Line 52N 

istiact anomaly which would appear to indicate the northern 

limit of the mineralization associated with the Krain Deposit is inldicated 

betwcan 24-009' and 0.1.00 with probable axteaasion to  2f00E and 48010147 

Above background valtlee sf Apparent Metal Factor associated 

with Isw resilsrtivity values are indicated at l O t O O W ,  from 14tOOW to 18+OOW8 

and from 279003 to  at lea& 3QtOOE. 

Line 56N 
This line appears to ralmost psredlel the contack betweten the 

low resistivity and high resistivity etnvirsnrszents. A probable anomaly i e  

indicated between 2tOOW and 2t0OE which coukd represent a weakeir northern 

~ ~ X ~ ~ Z M ~ Q X - A  o€ the K m i n  mineralization. 

Aboveit background values of Apparent Metal Factor associated 

with Power resistivities are indicated from 24tO0E to at least  29tEIOE and 

from 6+QQ%f t o  at hast  I2+b)O'We ltn piartictllsr the dietinct shallow low resis - 
tivity values and associated high value of Apparent Metal Factor between 

8 t W W  and 6tOOW correlates  with a small lake or pond. 

Line 68N 

This line lies almost entirely within tha low resistivity environ- 
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ma&. Above background IP response i s  indicated from 2OtOQF: to  23+00E, 

from ZfOOW- to 5tBOE and from 9tOOW to at least 13tBOW. 

Line 68N 

Broad zones of above background values of S.-pparent Metal 

Factor related to areas of low resistivity are indicated from 1+OOW to 3-6QQ.E 

and from 11tOOX to 173.08E. There is no corresponding significant increase 

in values of ~~~a~~~~ Fxegusncy Effect, 

Zinc 74N 
A possible anomaly i s  indicated from 4tO0E to ? t O O - E  whose 

gatfern would suggest a source at some de h, A second anomaly i s  indicated 
extending from 15+Q(b.F: to at Ilea& 20+08E. 

Line 88N 
Weak, rskallow, possible? anomaliets are indicated c:entrad 





13ati2d: November 28, 1949. 



TOTAL MAN DAYS: 199 LFS OF U N E  SURVEYED: 22.5  

Expiry Date: April 25, 19iP 
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1, David Kirkman Fountain, of the City af Toronto, Prwince 

of C;kktnJb'iOs do certify that: 

Dated at Toronto 

This 28th day of November, 1,969. 



INSER-T 

LARGE 

ORMAT 
































































